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A (/3xVl)R30o

strucbure

was observed in

the

Japan

sample of

Si(111)/B(r'3xV3-)/Si(111) by grazing incidence X-ray diffraction wibh use of
a synchrotron radiation X-ray source. This is lhe first observation of the
inberfacial super strucbure between epibaxial layers. In the sample, a
Si(J 11) epibaxial overlayer of 100 A in thickness lras grown on bhe
(V3xV3)R30"-B ( e 1/3 ML) surface sbrucbure on a Si(111) substrate a! 650
oC and bhe surface=sbructure of bhis Si(111) epitaxial overl-ayer was 7x7,
which was confirmed by RHEED. Bragg peaks of X-ray diffraction from bhe
super sbructure were observed ab (2/312/3) and (-2/3,4/3) laLbice points in
a bwo-dimensional reciprocal labbice space. This (V3-xV3)R30" strucbure
must exist ab the interface between the Si( 1 1 1 ) epitaxial overlayer and the
Si(111) substrabe having the (rl3xV3)R3oo-B ( 0 = 1/3 ML) surface sbructure.
1.

have an amorphous strueture

Introduetion

Heferojunetions are widely used in
semiconduetor devices. In these systems,
bhe interfaces often play an imporbant role
in bhe debermination of physical
characberistics. Although a reconstrucbed
structure on a clean solid surface is well
sbudied by many techniques, for example,
LEED, RHEED, STM, ib has not been clear so
far bhat a reconstructed sbrucbure or a
super sbructure does exisb ab an interface
bebween bwo solid layers. This is because
those fechniques for surface sbudies are
less powerful in invesbigation of

polycrysbaLline sbrueture.
In this paperr w€ will

lhab

the

2. Experimenbal

of bhe sample preparabion
were perforned in an ulbra high vacuum (
UHV ) Si-MBE apparabus ( ANELVA MBE-430 ) "
We briefly describe the sample preparabion
procedure as follows. A chemically precleaned Si(111) subsbrate ( a 100 mm
diameter, p-type ) was cleaned by
deposibion of an amorphous silicon and
succeeding annealing at the substrate
bemperabure of 800oC. A Si(.|11)-7x7 RHEED
pattern was obtained afber this surface
cleaning process. A pure Si(111) buffer
layer of 300 A in thickness was grown on
the cleaned Si(111) surface, whose
lemperabure was 750oC. Boron from an HB02
Experimenbs

7xT inberfaciaL

super
sfructure was observed ab Lhe a-Si/Si( 1 1 1 )
interface by the TED bechnique ['l ]. And by
bhe grazing incidence X-ray diffraetion (

GID ) bechnique, bhe interfacial

a

super structure exisb aE the inberfaee
bebween epitaxial layers.
And we will
discuss the possibiliby of a new strucbure
for elecbrical devices us ing this
interfacial
super structure bebween
epitaxial layers

inferfaees.

Recently,

shor,l

or

super

structure
of a-Si/Si( 1 1 1) -7x7 lzl,
a-S L/GeO.2SiO.8 ( 1 1 1 ) -5x5 t 3I and
At/GaAs(001 )-4x5 t4l were observed.
However, in these sysbems, Al or a-Si
overlayers were deposited on the substrate
at room temperature and these overlayer
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ique was employed to s tudy t'he
The X-ray
inberfaclal super structure.
beam was nonochromatized by two Si( 1 1 1 )
crystals which were set parallel to each
other. The X-rays wibh a wavelength of 1,5
A struck the sanple at a grazing ineidence
angle of 0.2o and the diffracbed X-rays
were collecbed by a scintillation counber
The scans for
bhrough 0.17o SolLer slits.
measurement were performed at several
reciprocal labtice points with a 0-scan
mode. A schematie drawing of GID
experimenbal arrangement in bhis sbudy is
shown in Fig. 2.

crucible cel1 was dePosibed on the
subsbrate at 750oc t5I . The (V3xrE)R3Oo
RHEED pattern was observed af bhe coverage
of 1/3 ML of boron. Finatly, a Si(111)
epitaxial layer of 100 A in thickness was
grown on this (V3xrG)R30"-B ( e = 1/3 ML)
surface structure at bhe subsbrabe
benperature of 550oC. The surface
sbructure of bhis Si(111) epibaxial
overlayer was the 7x7 reconstructed
structure.' The structure of this sample is
shown in Fig. 1(a).
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3.Results and Discussion
The diffraction profiles from the sample
of Si( 111)/B(V3xV3)/si( 111) are shown in
Fig. 3. The direetion and the center of

Fie. 1. The sanple strueture of Si(111)/
s(y'3xv3)/si(1tt) (a) and that of asi(111)/B(V3xV3)/si(ttt) (b).

bhe scan in the reciprocal latbice space
are indicabed on the right-hand side of
each figure. The diffracbion profiles in
Fig. 3 are taken with 0-scans at bhe
(2/3,2/3) and the (-2/3,4/3) fractional
reciprocal lattice points in bhe bwodimensional lattice space. In bhe resb of
this paper, we will refer to the 1/3(4?2)
reflex in the bhree dimensional latbice
space as (1,0) in bhe two dimensional one.
show exisbence of
These profiles
The
suner strueture.
struoture"
((l.fr."V?'lR?oo
V3xV3) R3oo super

As another sample, ?D amorphous Si layer
of 100 A in thickness was deposibed on the
(rGxVT)R30"-B ( e = 1/3 ML) surface
structure processed by bhe same procedure.
The sample structure is shown in Fig.
1(b).
Experiments of X-ray diffraction were
performed wibh synchrotron radiation at the
beam line BL-9C, which is insballed at
Phobon Faclory ( PF ) in Tsukuba. A
grazing incidence X-ray diffraction ( GID )
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diffraction peaks were not observed at the
(4/3,1/3), $/3,2/3) and (-1/3,5/3) reciprocal labtice points.
This (r6xVS)n30" structure must exist

only as the bwo-dimensional sbrucbure. If

this

two-dimensional (V3xr6)n30" sbructure
were sbacked bhree-dimensionally aceording

bo the symmefry of the bulk

diamond

ab the interface between the Si( 1 1 1 )
epitaxial overlayer and the Si ( 1 1 1 )
subsbrate. The reason is as foLlows"

strucbure, bhe diffracbion peaks of
structure should nob be observed.

Firsb,

of a-Si/B(V3xr€-)/Si(111) are shown in Fig.
4. The diffract,ion peaks were observed at
t,he (-2t3,4/3) and the (-1/3,5/3)
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Fig. 3" X-ray diffracbion profiles from
fhe sample of si( 1 11)/B(r'3xV3)/si( 1 1 1 ).
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the surface structure of bhe Si( 1 1 1 )
epitaxial overlayer was not the
(V3xrf3)R3oo but bhe 7x7 reconsbructed
sbrucbure. Second, in the bulk crystal of
Si ( an epitaxial layer and a substrate ),

0.8
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Fig. 4. X-ray diffraction profiles
the sample of a-si/B(V:xV3)/si( 111).

frorn

Inbensity of bhese peaks is higher than
thab of the diffraction peaks from the

a super sbructure musb not be newly formed.
If bhis (rBxrE)R3Oo struclure ( e = 1/3

interfacial
super strucbure between
epitaxial layers. This is because bhe
interfacial super sbrucbure bebween the
epibaxial layers may be partially
destroyed, relative to the super strucbure

ML) is a simple intersbitlal or a
substibubional strucbure of boron, bhe
(V3xV3)R30" sbructure ls allowed bo exist
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layer and a substrate.
If this (V3xr6)R3oo sbructure ( 0= 1/3 ML)
is a simple interstitial
or a
substibutional structure of boron, bhe
(V3xV3)R30o structure may diffuse
partlally
bhree-dimensionally at the
inberface. Since bhe diffraction peak ab
the (-1/3,5/3) reciprocal labbice point was
not observed in the sample of
si( 1 11) /B(V3xrr3)/si( 1 1 1), bhe inberfacial
super sbructure between epitaxial layers is
differnt from that bebween an amorphous
layer and a substrate. Further experimenbs
are required in order bo determine each
structure and the difference of these
sfructures in detail.
Using this interfacial super sbrucbure,
a fhree-dimensional super structure can be
formed. The process is as foLlows.
Firsblyr 8D epitaxial layer is grown on a
surface reconsbrucbed structure of a
subsbrabe. A two-dimensional interfacial
super sbructure can be sbacked by
repetition of this process above-mentioned.
If this stacking is regular, a threedimensional super structure can be formed,
And using bhis inberfacial super sbrucbure,
a two-dimensionally rnonolayer doping (
boron doping in bhis case ) can be
between an amorphous

real ized
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structure ab an interface between

the
Si(111) epibaxial overlayer and the Si(111)
substrafe having bhe surface sbructure of (
V3xV3)R3oo-B ( e = 1/3 ML ).
rhis

interfacial super structure between
epibaxial layers will add a new and
imporfanf participation bo electronic
devices.
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